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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, data spaces are envisioned as a prominent mecha-
nism for data sharing, boosting growth and creating value. Open
government data providers should be considered as important
participants in data space reference infrastructures, since open
data portal initiatives are adopted by most of the governments
to supply their public sector information. However, open data
is mostly published in the form of tabular data such as spread-
sheets or CSV files. Therefore, reusing open data in data space is
challenging due to the friction that may occur when combining
the use of data shared in data spaces and the use of tabular data
published in open government portals. To alleviate this situation,
tabular open data search engines can be a promising solution.
Actually, most open data portals allow reusers to retrieve and
federate tabular open data by means of a keyword-based search
engine over metadata. Unfortunately, these search engines rely
on the (not so often good enough) metadata quality, which must
be complete, descriptive, and representative of the content. More-
over, keyword-based search is not always an adequate solution
for retrieving open data, since it does not consider their tabular
nature and search results can be useless for reusers (e.g., when
they attempt to find data useful for extending rows or columns of
a given tabular dataset). To overcome these problems, this paper
presents an approach that uses word embeddings for tabular open
data search based on unionability and joinability. Our approach
could be seamlessly integrated in a data space infrastructure. A
prototype of our approach has been developed. Finally, both, an
intrinsic and an extrinsic evaluation with end users, have been
carried out.

1 INTRODUCTION
Trustworthy data sharing among several stakeholders is one of
the main drivers of the data economy [29], for both (i) creating
data-driven services and products, as well as (ii) supporting an
informed decision making process. Within this scenario, data
spaces are gaining momentum [21] and several initiatives have
been launched, such as Gaia-X1 or International Data Spaces
Association.2 A data space is a federated data infrastructure that
supports trustworthy data sharing among data providers and
data consumers, while ensuring data interoperability and data
provider sovereignty.

Unfortunately, most data spaces initiatives rely on data from
private partners and not enough attention is being paid to open
government data coming from the public sector, which is con-
sidered as a relevant source in data spaces for boosting growth
and creating value, as stated in [8]. Also, in a broader sense,

1https://www.data-infrastructure.eu/.
2https://internationaldataspaces.org/.
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as highlighted by [9], open data is considered as a great way
of foster innovation and enabling the creation of disruptive IT
products and services. Indeed, a recent EU-funded innovation
action called The Open Data Incubator for Europe3 (ODINE) is
aimed at incubating business ideas based on open data to create
startup companies. ODINE reached an estimated €110M of cu-
mulative revenues in the period 2016-2020, plus 784 jobs created.
Interestingly, most funded companies within ODINE combined
several open data sources to improve their products and services,
thus suggesting that fully unleashing the potential of open data
as an innovative business enabler requires to provide mecha-
nisms to search and integrate open data coming from different
sources [12].

Furthermore, the current amount of open government data
available on the Web is increasing due to the strong interest
of governments and institutions around the world in adopting
open data initiatives [1]. Within these initiatives, open data por-
tals are developed to publish public sector information under
the appropriate formats and licences to encourage its re-use.
Therefore, these portals publishing open government data must
be considered by data spaces initiatives. Ideally for considering
open government data within a data space, Linked Open Data
(LOD) should be provided to enable stakeholders to use seman-
tic web technologies to identify relationships among data [3],
facilitating data searching and integration. Unfortunately, due
to the complexity perceived by government adopters to publish
LOD [26], linked data is not always available in open data portals.
Furthermore, prevalence of tabular formats in open data portals
has been highlighted in recent studies such as the Open Govern-
ment Report from Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development4 (OECD). Also, the most used formats in open data
portals are tabular (e.g. CSV), accounting for 46.5% [23].

This scenario may hamper the involvement of open govern-
ment data portals in data space infrastructures. According to
the review conducted by [8], most data spaces initiatives lack
support from open government data providers. Interestingly, as
an essential part of a data space is allowing users to search for
required data [24], to fully consider open government data por-
tals as a source in data spaces, additional efforts must be done to
develop novel tabular open data search services.

However, tabular open data search has some problems that
should be overcome. To illustrate these problems of searching tab-
ular open data, imagine the following motivating example: a data
journalist that wishes to expand an initial dataset containing the
number of refugees arriving in France last year with information
about refugees arriving in Spain. This open data can be found in
the World Bank data portal,5 which includes a keyword-based
search engine. the data journalist poses the query “refugees in

3https://opendataincubator.eu/.
4https://www.oecd.org/gov/open-government-data-report-9789264305847-en.
htm.
5https://databank.worldbank.org
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Spain” in the search engine, but there are no relevant results.
Modifying the query to “refugees by country” also returns no
results. Therefore, the data journalist cannot retrieve the required
open data (although World Bank data portal indeed contains it in
the “World Development Report” dataset), as metadata does not
properly represent the content of the dataset and does not match
the keywords that were considered as intuitive by the user.

This motivating example illustrates two main problems:
• Tabular open data search engines suffer from high de-
pendence on metadata quality (e.g. title or description of
datasets must be complete and accurate) in order to be
able to provide reliable results. Keeping updated and ac-
curate metadata is a major challenge for data publishers,
as stated by the European Commission in its 2020 Open
Data Maturity Report,6) which can seriously affect the
performance of search engines.

• It is not easy for open data reusers to express their in-
tentions with a keyword-based search. If reusers want to
expand an initial dataset with additional tabular data [33]
by applying union and join operations, it seems more ap-
propriate to represent the input query as a table rather
than as a set of keywords.

To overcome these problems, this paper presents an approach
based on word embeddings [19] to search tabular open data
based on their unionability (related to the ability of a tabular
dataset to be extended by adding rows from other dataset, i.e.,
applying a union operator) and joinability (related to the ability
of a tabular dataset to be extended by adding columns from
other dataset, i.e., applying a join operator). Word embeddings
are a dense vector representation of texts, commonly used in
Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks, where words that have
the same meaning have a similar vector representation. More
specifically, our approach uses word embeddings to calculate
the semantic similarity between tables, thus avoiding the need
for exact matches between queries to retrieve relevant datasets.
It also provides a table-based interface (beyond keyword-based
search) in order to retrieve datasets considering the intentions
of the users to extend rows (union operation) or columns (join
operation). This approach could be seamlessly added into a data
space infrastructure as a novel search service for tabular open
government data that supports further integration of data from
data spaces and open government data portals. A prototype has
been developed7 and evaluated carrying out an intrinsic and an
extrinsic evaluation with end users.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents related work to the field of data search systems; Section 3
describes the approach proposed for searching tabular open data
based on word embeddings; the experimental evaluation of the
system is described in Section 4; finally, Section 5 sketches out
conclusions and future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
Data search is a task studied for decades. However, there are still
open problems like disconnected datasets, meeting user needs,
and the availability and reliability of data [6].

In order to make open data more findable, organisations re-
sponsible for publishing datasets provide metadata like title, de-
scription, column names, author, creation date or language. To

6https://data.europa.eu/en/dashboard/2020
7https://wake.dlsi.ua.es/datasearch/

carry out this task, publishers can use standards like DCAT,8
a vocabulary that proposes metadata to describe datasets in an
open data catalog to facilitate their consumption. Open data por-
tals often use data publishing platforms aligned with DCAT, such
as CKAN.9 These platforms include search engines that make
use of metadata from datasets. They are called centralised search
engines [6] and present limited searching capabilities as they
focus on a unique data catalogue. Also, they entirely depend on
metadata availability and quality (i.e., the ability of metadata to
correctly describe the data content).

Decentralised search engines, on the other hand, go beyond
the boundaries of a single open data portal and provide ways
to discover datasets across multiple catalogues [6], for instance,
searching on LOD. There are also decentralized search engines
on tabular open data, such as the general-purpose Google Dataset
Search10 that uses crawlers to search and index datasets that fol-
low schema.org or DCAT standards. Decentralised search engines
aim to adequately manage and enrich metadata for each dataset
in order to improve retrieval results. However, they are keyword-
based search engines, which is not always an adequate solution
for retrieving open data, since it does not consider the tabular
nature of (most) open data and search results can be useless for
reusers. For instance, when they attempt to find open data to be
integrated with a given tabular dataset by means of row or col-
umn extension. Unlike existing tabular open data search engines,
the approach proposed in this paper makes use of word embed-
dings to provide semantic similarity capabilities that improve the
recall of relevant datasets beyond metadata-based search.

There are several approaches for performing table-based search
based on word embeddings. Zhang and Balog [32] combined two
semantic vector spaces: one based on a knowledge base (DBpedia)
and the other using pre-trained word embeddings (Word2vec).
They used all the information available in the tables for the re-
trieval task (e.g. title, caption, headings, and entities).

The work in [28] also used Word2vec as the source for se-
mantic vectors. The information of the table was separated in
four semantic spaces: description (title and caption), schema (col-
umn headings), records (table rows), and facets (table columns).
Then, different neural network architectures were applied to
each semantic space, including recurrent convolutional neural
network (description), multilayer perceptron (schema), and 3D
convolutional neural network (records and facets).

To retrieve tables compatible with an input table, Nargesian
et al. [22] tried to estimate if the table contents belonged to the
same domain. They applied three statistical models: intersecting
values between two columns, semantic similarity between values
mapping the columns to classes in an ontology, and using word
embeddings to measure similarity between textual values.

All the word embedding models mentioned above are non-
contextual. The works presented in the following paragraphs
use contextual word embeddings for table-based search. In [17]
a survey on contextual embeddings is presented.

In [7] the authors used a pre-trained version of BERT [11],
leveraging different information available in the table (both tex-
tual and numerical) to provide BERT with context: title, caption,
column headings, and cell values. An important difference be-
tween the present work and that of Chen et al. [7] is the purpose
of the table retrieval task.

8https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat-2/.
9https://ckan.org.
10https://datasetsearch.research.google.com/.
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Our approach uses word embeddings, but two novel relevance
measures are implemented to retrieve tabular datasets based on
their unionability or joinability, considering intentions of users
such as row or column extension.

There exist several works on determining whether it is possi-
ble to extend a query table with compatible rows (unionability)
or new columns (joinability) [34]. Row extension task is similar
to concept expansion, where an initial set of entities has to be
completed with additional entities [34]. Previous approaches to
row extension have used some sort of similarity between tables to
find their compatibility. For example, Wang et al. [30] introduced
concept names as input, together with seed entities to prevent
lexical ambiguity. As far as the authors know, only the work by
Deng et al. [10] previously used word embeddings (Word2vec)
in this task. In the area of column extension (also known as at-
tribute discovery), the approach presented in [5] was based on
a database that included frequency statistics of attributes and
co-occurring attribute pairs in a large table corpus (5.4 million
unique attribute names). More recently, the authors of [31] took
advantage of table captions and similarity between tables. The
approach proposed in [2] was based on Wikipedia tables. The
relatedness between tables was estimated based on the link inter-
sections ofWikipedia pages. However, these studies were focused
only on column headings and were not aimed to consider ability
to apply join operations between tables.

3 TABULAR DATA SEARCH
Tabular data are usually searched for different purposes regarding
data completion or data extension [33]. Traditional data comple-
tion refers to the use of a look-up table to complete missing
values of an initial table. Interestingly, there are other intentions
regarding how an initial table can be extended with additional
data:

• Column extension (joinability): given an initial table, col-
umn extension means that new columns from other target
table can be added to the initial one. It could correspond
to a join operation in relational algebra (initial and target
tables could be considered as joinable).

• Row extension (unionability): given an initial table, row
extension means that new instances coming from other
target table can be added to the initial table. It could cor-
respond to a union operation in relational algebra (initial
and target tables could be considered as unionable).

Therefore, when searching for tabular data, relevant data re-
trieved must fit the intentions of users for extending data. To do
that, the approach proposed is based on using similarity mea-
sures for tabular data based on unionability and joinability. These
measures are computed by using word embeddings and applied
to search tabular open data.

Consequently, operators considered for handling input tabular
data are union and join from relational algebra. For the sake of
readability, the definition of these operators is borrowed from
SQL (the well-known implementation of the relational algebra
and a recognised standard for querying and handling tabular
data):

• Union operator is denoted by ∪ symbol in relational alge-
bra. Given two tabular datasets A and B, union operator
gets a unique dataset that contains rows that are in A or in
B or both (denoted as A ∪ B). A and B must have the same
columns (number, order, and datatype) to be computed.

Also, each column of each dataset must refer to the same
concept to be meaningful.

• Join operator is denoted by ⊲⊳ symbol in relational algebra.
Given two tabular datasets A and B, join operator gets a
unique dataset that includes every column from A and B
(denoted as A ⊲⊳ B) and contains rows that fulfil a matching
condition (applied to values of some columns).

3.1 Similarity measure for tabular data
Word embeddings is a Natural Language Processing (NLP) tech-
nique in which words or phrases are mapped to vectors of real
numbers, capturing the semantic regularities in this vector space.
Similar semantic words which are more likely to share the same
context have vectors that are closer in the embedding space [20].

Using word embeddings overcomes the problems of traditional
search approaches based on string similarity, used frequently
when searching on open data portals. For example, terms such as
“city” and “location” could be considered as being very different
in terms of string matching, but in a word embedding space
these two terms may be closely related and considered as highly
similar.

Examples of this type ofword representations areWord2vec [19],
fastText [4] and Glove [25]. These word embedding techniques
build a global vocabulary using unique words in the documents,
assigning a single representation for each word and ignoring that
they can have different meanings or senses in different contexts.
They are considered as static representations unable to capture
the different senses of a word. On the other hand, recent con-
textual word embeddings [11] are able to capture the different
meanings of polysemous words, since each vector represents not
a word but a sense. In this way, each word is represented with dif-
ferent word embeddings, one for each context in which the word
can occur. During the training process, contextual word embed-
dings are generated taking into consideration the surrounding
words, that is, the sequence of words in the sentence or text span
in which a word appears. Examples of these type of representa-
tion are ELMo [27], ULMFit [15] and BERT [11].

Next subsections describe the measure defined to compute
column and table similarity by using word embedding models.
These similarity measure will be used in the search approach
proposed for retrieving relevant tables (as tabular open datasets)
based on their ability to be integrated by means of join or union
operators between tables (i.e., joinability and unionability).

3.1.1 Column similarity. The table similarity measure pro-
posed is based on the similarity of individual columns. In order to
calculate the similarity between columns of two different tables,
two elements are taken into account: the name of the columns
(headers) and the content (values) of the cells for each row. These
values are normalized by splitting CamelCase and hyphenated
words, removing punctuation, and converting text to lowercase.

A word embedding model is then used to extract two vectors
for each column: one represents the name of the column and
the other the content of the cells. In those situations where the
name of the column includes more than one word, the vectors
representing each word are averaged to get a single vector. Av-
eraging word embeddings is one of the most popular methods
of combining embedding vectors, outperforming more complex
techniques especially in out-of-domain scenarios [14]. The same
strategy is applied to the content of the cells, where the final
vector is the result of calculating the mean between the vectors
of each of the values contained.



The cosine similarity is used to compute the distance between
vectors in the embedding space:

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑣1, 𝑣2) =
𝑣1𝑣2

∥𝑣1∥ ∥𝑣2∥
=

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑣1𝑖𝑣2𝑖√︃∑𝑛

𝑖=1 (𝑣1𝑖 )2
√︃∑𝑛

𝑖=1 (𝑣2𝑖 )2
(1)

where 𝑣1 and 𝑣2 are the word embedding vectors of the name
of the columns or the content of the cells, while 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑣1, 𝑣2) is
a float value in the range [−1, 1] that represents the similarity
between these two vectors, where −1 means no similarity and 1
means maximum similarity between the vectors considered.

If theword embeddingmodel does not provide coverage for the
name of the column or its content (i.e. their tokens are not in the
vocabulary of the model), the Levenshtein distance [16] is used
as a backup strategy to ensure that the system always returns
a similarity value between columns. This string metric is based
on the number of single-character edits (insertions, deletions or
substitutions) required to change one string into the other. We
applied the normalised edit distance to obtain values in the range
[0, 1], computed as (𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ − 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒)/𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ, where distance
is the Levenshtein distance and length is the sum of the lengths
of the two strings compared.

For each two columns compared, we obtain a similarity value
of the name of the column and a similarity value of its content.
To obtain a single final similarity score of two columns 𝐶1 and
𝐶2, the linear combination is computed.

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐶1,𝐶2) = 𝛼 · 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐶𝑛1,𝐶𝑛2) + (1 − 𝛼) · 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐶𝑐1,𝐶𝑐2), (2)

where 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐶𝑛1,𝐶𝑛2) is the similarity of the column names,
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐶𝑐1,𝐶𝑐2) is the similarity of their content calculated using
Equation 1, and 𝛼 is a parameter in the range [0, 1] that weights
the relevance of the two similarity scores in the final result.

3.1.2 Table similarity. The column similarity previously de-
fined is used to compute the similarity between two tables. Two
different ways of computing table similarity are proposed. If table
similarity is computed for row extension (related to unionability),
the following formula is used:

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑡1, 𝑡2) =
∑𝑖≤𝑛,𝑗≤𝑚
𝑖=1, 𝑗=𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑐1𝑖 , 𝑐2𝑗 )

|𝐶1 | |𝐶2 |
, (3)

where 𝐶1 = {𝑐11, 𝑐12 ...𝑐1𝑛} and 𝐶2 = {𝑐21, 𝑐22 ...𝑐2𝑚} are the
set of columns from table 𝑡1 and table 𝑡2, respectively. That is,
the similarity between two tables is computed as the average
similarity of their columns, since row extension requires a great
number of similar columns. Therefore, the proposed measure will
be useful to find potentially unionable tables for a given query
table.

Otherwise, if the table similarity is computed to extend columns
(related to joinability), then the following formula is used:

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑡1, 𝑡2) = max
𝑖≤𝑛,𝑗≤𝑚

{𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑐1𝑖 , 𝑐2𝑗 )}. (4)

That is, the similarity between two tables is computed as the
maximum similarity of a pair of columns, since column extension
implies a minimum number of similar columns to join tables and
then adding new columns. Thus, Equation 4 will be useful to find
potentially joinable tables for a given a query table.

3.2 Searching unionable and joinable tabular
data

Our searching approach aims to detect the tabular datasets that
are more likely to be integrated by means of join and union oper-
ations. Unionability and joinability of tabular open datasets are
computed according to the previously-described similarity mea-
sures between columns and tables, based on word embeddings.

Specifically, given a set of tables 𝜏 = {𝑡1, ..., 𝑡𝑛} and a query ta-
ble𝑄 , the top-k tables in 𝜏 , whose unionability or joinability with
𝑄 is the highest, must be found. Therefore, the search process
requires a previous step of indexing available tabular datasets
(tables) in 𝜏 .

3.2.1 Indexing tabular data. In our approach, tabular open
data are retrieved from open data portals that comply with the
DCAT vocabulary and is available in CSV format. The following
information is retrieved and stored for each table: (i) metadata
extracted from the portal,11 such as title, description, publication
year, etc.; (ii) tabular open data content (both column names
and row instances); and (iii) word embedding vectors from each
column.

3.2.2 Searching tabular data. Our searching approach is di-
vided into seven steps, as shown in Figure 1. The following list
describes each of these steps:

(1) Considering table 𝑄 as the input query. This table will
be extended according to the user’s search intention (i.e.,
column or row extension).

(2) Sampling 𝑄 : it takes the query table 𝑄 and checks its size.
If the 𝑄 size is difficult to handle, a random sample of the
rows is obtained (avoiding duplicated values). Therefore,
the time required during the search process is decreased
without affecting the word embedding representation.

(3) Normalisation of 𝑄 : it takes the query table 𝑄 and nor-
malises each column 𝐶 .

(4) Obtain embeddings from 𝑄 : word embeddings 𝑣 for each
term in 𝐶𝑛 (column header) and 𝐶𝑐 (cell content) are com-
puted by using an embedding model. In order to obtain a
single embedding for𝐶𝑛 and𝐶𝑐 , the average embedding𝑉
of column header and cell content is obtained as follows:

𝑉 =

∑
𝑣∈−→𝑐

−→𝑣
𝑛𝑐

After this step, all the columns in𝑄 with their two average
embeddings corresponding to 𝐶𝑛 and 𝐶𝑐 are obtained.

(5) Search: for each column𝐶 , the identifiers of the previously
stored top-k most suitable 𝐶𝑛 and 𝐶𝑐 (indexed from 𝜏

tables as explained in at the beginning of this subsection)
are obtained together with their corresponding similarity
measures.

(6) Search a table for completion: until now, a set of top-k
candidates for each column 𝐶 is determined. Now, table
𝑇 from 𝜏 , which belongs to each 𝐶 candidate, must be
retrieved together with metadata about column identifiers,
table identifiers, and scores.

(7) Final scoring: the final similarity measure is computed
differently if the intention of the user is row extension
(the user is searching for unionable tables) or column
extension (the user is searching for joinable tables). Row
extension requires applying Equation 2 and Equation 3,

11It is not used in the search approach, but in the Web interface of the prototype to
allow users filtering results.



while column extension requires applying Equation 2 and
Equation 4. Finally, these scores are sorted and returned
to the user, retrieving the top-k most suitable tables that
could be integrated with the query table 𝑄 .

Figure 1: Search process workflow.

3.3 Search! prototype
Our approach was implemented in a prototype named Search!
that can be accessed at https://wake.dlsi.ua.es/datasearch/. Our
Search! prototype indexes tabular open data from DCAT-based
open data portals as the Chicago open data portal or the World
Bank data portal. To store both tabular data and their metadata,
the prototype proposed uses Solr.12 To store the word embedding
12https://solr.apache.org/.

vectors, instead of using Solr (which was proven highly ineffi-
cient in the experimental setup, taking as long as 20 minutes
to manage 200 tables), Faiss13 is used. Faiss is a library for effi-
cient similarity search and clustering of dense vectors by using
binary representations. Each instance indexed by Faiss generates
a numeric identifier stored in Solr with the corresponding meta-
data. By using Faiss, Search! prototype takes only 2.3 seconds to
manage around 200 tables. The search interface for tabular data
is shown in Figure 2, while the interface of relevant retrieved
datasets is shown in Figure 3.

4 EVALUATION
In order to show the feasibility of our approach, two experiments
were carried out. The first one provides an intrinsic evaluation of
the search algorithm, testing different word embedding models
to identify the best performing solution for the table retrieval
task. The second experiment consists of an extrinsic evaluation
involving a user study in which we compared two approaches
for searching open data: (i) using search engines of open data
portals, and (ii) using the Search! prototype that implements our
word embedding approach for tabular open data search.

4.1 Intrinsic evaluation
This section describes the evaluation of different word embedding
models in retrieving the most relevant tables for a given one. As
described in Equation 3 and Equation 4, two different objectives
have been defined depending on whether the goal is row or
column extension. The performance of the models was measured
using precision, that is, the fraction of relevant instances among
retrieved instances.

The dataset used in these experiments was developed by Nar-
gesian et al. [22]. It was originally intended for table union search,
but in the following experiments it has been adapted to also evalu-
ate join operations, thus considering unionability and joinability
criteria. This dataset consists of more than 5,000 tables in CSV
format extracted from USA, Canada, and UK open data portals,
providing a ground truth that identifies which columns of a table
match the columns of another table. The dataset was built start-
ing with 32 base tables manually aligned to identify matching
columns. The final set was created by first issuing a projection on
a random subset of columns of a base table, and then a selection
with some limit and offset on the projected table.

To perform the experiments, a subset of 1,000 tables was ran-
domly selected. Every table in this subset was used as a query to
the system and compared with all the other tables in the subset.

Four different word embedding models were evaluated, in-
cluding two non-contextual (Word2vec and fastText) and two
contextual (BERT and RoBERTa) models:

• Word2vec: embedding vectors pre-trained on part of Google
News dataset, comprising about 100 billion words [19].
Themodel contains vectors for 3millionwords and phrases.

• fastText: embedding vectors pre-trained on Wikipedia
2017, UMBC webbase corpus and statmt.org news dataset,
comprising about 16 billion words [4].

• BERT: the version of the model evaluated is BERT-base,
containing 12 layers (transformer blocks), 12 attention
heads, and 110 million parameters [11].

• RoBERTa: the version evaluated is RoBERTa-base, contain-
ing 12 layers, 12 attention heads, and 125 million parame-
ters [18].

13https://github.com/facebookresearch/faiss.
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Figure 2: Tabular search interface.

Figure 3: Interface to provide ranking of most suitable retrieved tabular datasets.

The implementation of Word2vec and fastText was carried out
with the Gensim library.14 The contextual models were imple-
mented using the Transformers library developed by Hugging-
face.15

4.1.1 Row extension. The goal of row extension is to retrieve
the most appropriate tables to perform union operations for a
given table. The ranking criterion was described in Equation 2. In
the experiments presented here, a ranked table is considered to
be relevant if it contains at least one column that could be aligned
with another column of the query table in a union operation, as
specified in the ground truth provided in [22].

Each embedding model was evaluated using different values
of 𝛼 (from 0 to 1 inclusive, in 0.1 increments), as described in

14https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/.
15https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/.

Equation 2, to analyse the influence of the column headings and
the cell values in the performance of the system.

Table 1 shows precision for the four models mentioned above.
It can be observed that BERT obtained the best results in these
experiments for every 𝛼 value considered, followed by RoBERTa.
The non-contextual models (Word2vec and fastText) performed
significantly worse than the contextual models.

4.1.2 Column extension. The objective of column extension
is to retrieve the most relevant tables to perform join operations.
The ranking function for this task is defined in Equation 3.

The ground truth used in the row extension experiment only
identifies on which columns the union operation can be applied.
The way in which the previous dataset was obtained has been
leveraged here to also evaluate the models in column extension.
As mentioned above, tables were obtained by projection and

https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/


Table 1: Precision of word embedding models in row extension.

𝛼 Word2vec fastText BERT RoBERTa
0.0 0.7380 0.8363 0.9088 0.8971
0.1 0.8094 0.8842 0.9871 0.9836
0.2 0.8129 0.8854 0.9930 0.9825
0.3 0.8117 0.8889 0.9930 0.9813
0.4 0.8129 0.8889 0.9918 0.9298
0.5 0.8129 0.8877 0.9906 0.9255
0.6 0.8129 0.8877 0.9895 0.9275
0.7 0.8129 0.8842 0.9848 0.9333
0.8 0.8129 0.8807 0.9836 0.9263
0.9 0.8117 0.8784 0.9825 0.9275
1.0 0.7579 0.7228 0.9789 0.8386

selection of 32 original tables manually aligned. On this basis,
the criterion to identify whether two tables from the dataset can
be joined is to verify if they were both obtained from the same
original table (one of the 32 mentioned before), and if they have
at least one column in common with the same name. Meeting
these conditions ensures that the tables can be joined by that
column.

On the other hand, the original ground truth identifies what
columns can be matched between tables. Thus, two tables cannot
be joined if they do not have any columns in common based on
this ground truth. For the pairs of tables that do not fulfil any
of these conditions, it cannot be guaranteed whether they can
be joined or not, so they were discarded in the evaluation. Since
column headings are chosen as a basis to determine whether two
columns can be joined, to conduct an unbiased assessmentmodels
were evaluated using 𝛼 = 0.0, avoiding the use of headings as an
evidence to perform the join operation.

Table 2 shows the precision of the four word embedding mod-
els.

As in the previous experiment, BERT obtained the best results
for the column expansion. Thus, this model was used (setting 𝛼 =

0.3, the best value for row extension) in the extrinsic evaluation
carried out with the final users.

4.2 Extrinsic evaluation
In this experiment, the search algorithm defined is integrated
in a search portal and evaluated with end users according to
their intentions for retrieving datasets (row extension or union
operation, as well as column extension or join operation). This
experiment tries to answer the following questions:

• How accurate is this approach proposed with regards to
search engines from open data portals?

• Could this approach help to save time to data consumers
when searching for tabular open data?

To answer these questions, a set of surveys were conducted.
Each survey consists of four data request to be resolved. A data
request states an initial table and asks for searching the right
tabular open data to expand the initial table (either row or column
extension) together with the time taken to fulfill the task.

Data requests are related to specific scenarios that needs tabu-
lar open data from the City of Chicago open data portal16 and

16https://data.cityofchicago.org/.

from the World Bank Open Data portal,17 as well as different
intentions (unionable or joinable tabular data to retrieve).

Specifically, the scenarios for data requests of each survey are:
• Scenario 1. Given cultural events that have happened in
Chicago in a given year, add more events from a different
year (row extension / unionability).

• Scenario 2. Given terrorist incidents by country and year,
add information from additional countries (row extension
/ unionability).

• Scenario 3. Given Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per coun-
try, add the population of each country (column extension
/ joinability).

• Scenario 4. Given city and street names, add daily average
cars in each street (column extension / joinability).

The subjects of the experiment were 44 students of the a sum-
mer course on big data technologies held in University of Alicante
(Spain) during July 2021 with a duration of 20 hours. Attendees
were mainly practitioners and final year students from IT-related
degrees. Subjects of the experiment were divided into two groups.
One group of 22 participants tried to solve the questions using
directly search engines from open data portals. The other group
of 22 used the system proposed by using the Search! prototype.
It is worth noting that all the participants had similar previous
knowledge of technologies used in the experiments, and they
were also simultaneously instructed in the use of concrete open
data portals and Search!. When participants responded to the
survey, they had to provide the data sets that satisfy each data
request, as well as the required invested time. Results of both
groups are analysed to answer the aforementioned questions.

The results obtained from the analysis of the time that partici-
pants employed to give a response for each data request (or query)
have a different pattern depending on whether they were using
open data portals or the Search! prototype, as shown in Figure 4.
Also, Table 5 shows the average time employed by participants to
solve each data request scenario. Results of solving each scenario
are shown in both Table 6) and Figure 5. All these results show
that users spend less time using the Search! prototype and also
achieved better results. Also, most of the participants using the
Search! prototype correctly answered all the questions.

To achieve a more solid comparison of the results, the t-student
statistical test was applied to check if the difference between
both groups was statistically significant. To do so, the standard
error and deviation of the results were computed. If both group

17https://datacatalog.worldbank.org/.
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Figure 4: Time by query and type.

Figure 5: Participants by number of successful searches and type.



Table 2: Precision of word embedding models (𝛼 = 0.0) in column extension.

Model Precision
Word2vec 0.6141
fastText 0.7656
BERT 0.8258
RoBERTa 0.8144

averages are equal, it means that the null hypothesis is found.
This is evaluated by comparing the critical values from the t-
distribution. The critical value can be calculated using the de-
grees of freedom and significance level with the percentage
point function. If 𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐) <= 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 , the null
hypothesis is accepted and the average of both groups is equal. If
𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐) > 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 , the null hypothesis is rejected
(i.e., the average is not equal). The 𝜌-value can be compared by
choosing a significance level 𝛼 = 0.05 to check if the null hy-
pothesis is rejected. Therefore, if 𝜌 > 𝛼 , the null hypothesis is
accepted, while if 𝜌 <= 𝛼 , it is rejected.

First, it is assumed that the average search time from both
groups is equal and the amount of correct answers is the same, i.e.,
as null hypothesis (ℎ0 : `0 = `1) and as an alternative hypothesis
(ℎ1 : `0 ≠ `1).

With a significance level 𝛼 = 0.05, results in Tables 3, and 4 are
obtained. Both Table 3 and Table 4 state that 𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝑡−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐) >=
𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 and (𝜌 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 < 0.05). Therefore, null hypothesis is
rejected in both cases, and there exists a significant difference
between the two groups of participants. That is, the results given
by our approach for searching tabular data are significantly better
that using search engines of open data portals.

On one hand, the group of subjects that used the Search! pro-
totype had an average of 88.5% of accuracy resolving the search
scenarios as well as an average of time spent of 7.36𝑚𝑖𝑛 by sce-
nario. On the other hand, the group of subjects that used open
data portal search engines to resolve the scenarios had an accu-
racy of 65% as well as an average time of 10𝑚𝑖𝑛 spent by scenario.

Therefore, the use of the Search! prototype performed better
than the use of search engines for open data portals, both in
terms of search time and search success.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
An essential part of a data space is allowing users to search
for required data [24]. Within a data space infrastructure, the
development of mechanisms that support retrieval of tabular
datasets beyond keyword-based search on metadata is highly
required for considering government open data as a relevant
source in data spaces.

In this paper, a novel approach for tabular open data search
is proposed. This approach (i) makes use of word embeddings
to provide semantic similarity capabilities that improve the re-
call of relevant datasets beyond metadata-based search, and (ii)
states an input query in tabular form (beyond keyword-based
search) in order to retrieve datasets based on their unionability or
joinability (i.e., considering intentions such as row or column ex-
tensions). Moreover, a prototype of the approach named Search!
was implemented.

A controlled experiment was conducted to evaluate the ap-
proach. The intrinsic evaluation carried out compared four differ-
ent languagemodels in order to identify the best word embedding

representation for the tables in the search task. The results al-
lowed to identify that contextual word embeddings performed
better than non-contextual models. BERT was selected as the best
model to be included in the system further used in the extrinsic
evaluation.

The extrinsic evaluation with end-users shows that they can
use Search! more successfully than existing search engines in
open data portals.

As the word embedding models used in the experiments were
language-dependent, they only worked for English. As a future
work, models in other languages can be used to make the sys-
tem suitable for a wider audience. Another possibility is to use
multilingual word embeddings that can be applied seamlessly to
different languages [13].

Also, a new evaluation should be performed beyond search
engines in open data portals. For example, by comparing Search!
with decentralised search engines like Google Dataset Search.
Finally, fully integration with data space infrastructures is also
planned to be explored as a future work.
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